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What the Roadmap is all about

What does it mean to be desertSMART?

- a convergence of govt/business/civil society

- doing more with less: better quality/less waste

- giving mandate and direction to existing groups

- distinguishing ourselves as a vibrant desert community

- an exchange of knowledge and vision

- joining the emerging trends toward clever resource usage

- practicing the practice of community

desertSMART is an open concept: take it home, take it to
work: try it out...make it yours
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The big picture
desertSMART is a concept in the making. We’re setting a stage, arranging the tables, and inviting people to join together
in reflection, imagining, and action to create a healthier community. Because we are situated here, in this astonishing arid
land, and because there is a history of intelligent living in this place, our first aim is to simply inspire conversational
comfort with the phrase “desert smart”. As creatures of language and symbol, there is a powerful truth in understanding
that ‘we are what we speak’. We want people to come and go from here with the words “desert smart” echoing in their
memories and rebounding into natural speech. Alice is a clever place in a tough, beautiful landscape.
Why call this a Roadmap? Given Alice Springs’ remoteness most of us have done our time on the road, so the roadtrip
idea seemed like it could be useful. The idea of a shared journey, a navigational challenge, and procedural ambiguity all
seem to resonate nicely with the metaphors that a roadmap conjures.

Drivers, navigators, and passengers
No surprises here: some people have to get behind the wheel and pump those pedals, while others are more intent on
watching the landscape for signs of photo opportunities. In this exercise, mutual respect developed among the group as
people with all sorts of temperaments learned that, in whatever mode, we are all on the same road together.

Key milestones
Getting into the vehicle together is really the first step. We’ve pointed ourselves in a general direction: sustainability.
Sustainability is perhaps best understood as simply improving our quality of life without diminishing our future.
Now, how do we get there, what’s in our way, and where is the next fuel stop? The 2005 Roadmap makes a start.

What’s Next
This Roadmap document is being sent first to all the people who helped make it happen, ie, the people of Alice Springs
who brought their talents from government, business, and community and chose to sit together and talk as peers as
people who live together with this land.
Next, we are sending copies of the Roadmap to the key decision-makers and policy developers in government and
business. Our message is simple. Here is what the people of Alice Springs are talking about in 2005: desertSMART.
- John Brisbin, ALEC Coordinator

Snapshot trip report: the quick version
Going from the last to the first…here’s a snapshot of where the whole Roadmap process took us over the
course of the week. There are ideas here that need more work: we encourage everyone to take those ideas
back to one another for clarification and further discussion. Here’s the Roadtrip Snapshot:
1. We want a steady reduction in total energy and water use of Alice Springs, enhanced waste
management and improved performance of the built environment.
2. Want to build a unifying campaign for all parties to pursue stretch goals in energy, water, waste and
building performance. Look for funds for a desertSMART project officer to coordinate.
3. Need to define desertSMART as a communal exercise: recruit media and emphasise community selfsupport. Develop a process to distribute the vision widely and get commitments for action.
4. We need to find integration across all desertSMART areas to maximise benefit of specialist insights
Support the idea of a one-stop-shop SMART Living Centre (combined with Solar Cities project?)
5. Reinforce education with public art, images, performance. Look for connections with arts. (eg
August 2006: Arts-Land-Culture event tie-in with Watch This Space) Need to get behind the
SMART Living Festival scheduled for early April 2006
6. Develop Open House Programme for Schools to get desertSMART message into young minds
7. Should provide an easy-to-understand concept that complements higher-level Desert Knowledge
activities.
8. Need govt legislation to compel sustainable change in big business. Want to encourage strategic
investment of government funds and regulatory developments to optimise sustainability outcomes.
2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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The sessions
There were 4 evening workshop sessions held Oct 17 –20, one each on the themes of Waste, Energy, Water, and
Buildings (Built Environment). Each of the sessions featured co-facilitation by an existing committee or process
associated with the theme as follows:
Waste
Waste Management
Advisory Committee

Voluntary advisory committee convened by Alice Springs Town Council to advise on waste
management issues over which Town Council have influence.

Energy
Alice Springs Solar Cities
Consortium

The Consortium was formed to put an Expression of Interest to the Commonwealth’s Solar
Cities programme (http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/solarcities).

Water
NRETA Alice Springs
Water Strategy Team

Alice Springs is currently developing a Strategy document for its water control district as part
of coming into alignment with the Commonwealth’s National Water Initiative
(http://www.pmc.gov.au/nwi).

Contact the Chair, Robyn Lambley, 0409 097 005 or madharrys@bigpond.com

Contact Grant Behrendorff for more details: 08 8951 4330

The Strategy will involve creation of a local Water Advisory Committee (WAC). While this
Strategy and WAC are not directly concerned with matters such as household water
efficiency or water restrictions, it plays a critical role in the high-level management of the
resource, such as declaring beneficial uses and setting allocation limits.
For more information, contact Robbie Henderson, 08 8951 9215 or

Robbie.Henderson@nt.gov.au
Built Environment
Alice-in-10 Built
Environment Committee
Centre for Sustainable
Arid Towns (CSAT)

The Alice-in-10 process commenced in 1999 and continues to focus on encouraging the
community, business and Government to work together to plan the development of the Alice
Springs region for the next decade and beyond.
(http://www.alicein10.com.au/projects/built/) One of the current project areas is the Built
Environment, whose committee is chaired by Alan Whyte, alan.whyte@nt.gov.au.
The Centre for Sustainable Arid Towns (CSAT) is a knowledge-based consultancy assisting
clients with achieving efficient, cost-effective, and intelligent resource use in arid
communities. Glenn Marshall, Director: 08 8952 6066, csat@ozemail.com.au

We need to avoid getting stuck on what is ….rather than seeing what could be.
It’s visionary thinking that made us the home of Desert Knowledge. What else can
we be working toward? - Mike Tyrell
Learning to live comfortably in Alice Springs is
a bit like learning how to sail a boat: in the
morning you open these windows and close that
shade…in the afternoon you catch this breeze
and block that sun. It’s something you learn by
living here. – Domenico Pecorari

It’s essential that desertSMART include a
whole-of-government education program.
It’s too easy for people not living here to
miss the point. We want them to understand
the issues. - Dick Kimber

I’ve been to a lot of meetings like this. I hope this all results in something positive, but I have to
say that, as for the waste, what we need is legislation that forces the multinationals to take back
all the rubbish they push on us. – Uncle Peter Turner
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Waste
Drivers, navigators, and passengers

How long in
Alice?

How long
staying

Elissa Pernu

4

?

General interest

Mick Café

5

?

Recycling, reduction and reuse

Susanna Bady

1

?

Kerb side recycling, use of grey water in households

Nick Hempel

4 months

?

Recycling card, paper, glass, plastic

Emma Bliss

1.5

Years

General interest

Peter Tait

24

Ever

Reduce, reuse, recycle – think of a pipeline, main focus to
ensure the least amount goes in.

Renee Lees

1

2

RRR

Sarah Hoyal

1

2

RRR, separation of waste

Ada Markby

14

Ever

Jim Farrell

15

?

Green waste recycling

3.5 weeks

?

Economic viability of recycling

Jayne Alexander

1

?

General interest RRR

Grant Butler

20

2-3

General recycling and energy waste issues

Maxine

Life

Life

General RRR

Rod Cramer

51

Life

Mismanagement of waste, landfill

Bob Read

9

?

Mal Crowley

16

Ever

3.5 weeks

?

Name

Tony Cheng

Cordelia
Ron Sterry
Joy Taylor
Jocelyn Davies
John Brisbin

Issue(s) of concern

Recycling of paper products. Kerb side recycling

Energy efficient buildings
Container deposit legislation
Incentives for recycling
Lights – waste of petrol forcing people to stop

1

Few years

Container deposit legislation

2-3 months

Few years

How to get through to the other 25000 people in the town.

1.5yrs

3 yrs

2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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Field notes
Since the Waste Management Advisory Committee was not available to lead a specific briefing, an open
discussion was held around the room after introductions. Notes taken by Joy Taylor.
3Rs (Reduce / Reuse / Recycle)…Reduce is the main place for gain
When we think about recycling, we need to look at ALL the costs involved including energy used
for re-processing. Just feeling good is not good enough.
Much discussion on the cost of 3Rs…what is the cost of not engaging with 3R???
I want to do the right thing, so I separate my glass and put it in the right bin at the Telegraph Station,
but what happens to it afterwards? I ask you where in the world is kerbside recycling a viable
option? I think nowhere – recycling is a “feel-good” option. What we need instead is reduce and
reuse. (Tony Cheng)
I sort my glass, and put it in Russ Driver’s bins, but if others don’t sort properly, Russ just takes the
whole lot to the tip. This discourages me and others to make the effort.
In the UK, people are being fined if the recycling bins are being used to dump rubbish as well. Do
we want rubbish police???
Sorting is a big deal – maybe the options are do it yourself or pay for the service
What if we increase fees…create a self-funding “user pay” system – does this lead to people not
being willing to pay for dump fees? An increase in rogue dumping?
In a rewards system, like container deposit…Where does the money come from? From the first sale
perhaps.
Do we need to plan to make something happen, or simply stop getting in the way? Example – car
boot sales and lawn sales happen because there is nothing to stop them happening. Often recycling
works if there are no impediments rather than needing legislation to support and enable this to
happen. Just have a commitment to removing the hurdles to recycling rather than legislation setting
up kerbside collections etc.
We should commit to using the waste stream as a resources stream. See waste as a valuable resource
– put waste in the centre of the community. eg Use methane at the dump to power a business
incubator re-working waste, examples: breaking up materials for mixing with bitumen, or making
building materials from waste plastic.
Why would we voluntarily turn around our attitudes towards waste? In some people’s minds, the
message of “conservation” is a reminder of times of privation. How can we celebrate the ethic of
‘waste not want not’ without looking like sourpuss losers?
Look at the positives – change is happening with respect of plastic bags in supermarkets.
How to challenge widescale “built in obsolescence”, where big companies design things to only last
a short time eg with whitegoods, and the amount of packaging . Can we find examples (eg
Germany), or at least use biodegradable containers.
We’re talking about responsible attitudes towards OUR waste – we need to challenge the
Commonwealth government regarding their lack of responsible solutions to nuclear waste.
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Roadmap session summary
WASTE: Destinations

Routes

Roadblocks

Alice Springs is recognised as a
leader in waste recycling and re-use
technology
Keeping resources local

Put "waste" in the middle of town, not on
outskirts leading to sense of "cradle to cradle"..one
person's waste is another's treasure?
Support local entrepreneurs initiatives
DKA precinct - demonstration site

Convincing people to not waste our waste - seeing our
waste as a valuable resource

Flat landfill, ie, No landfill

Commitment to "Extreme waste reduction"
Business case for not putting waste into landfill (ASTC
currently working on this.)

Poor waste separation
Poor infrastructure / no infrastructure

Start small, and get some successes.

Appeal to people’s sense that we are allowing a
valuable resource to go to waste. Have a business
incubator to encourage reclaiming of materials.
Educated public

The nature of recycling is fickle. Eg recycling of paper
– what to do when the market / demand dries up?

Built in obsolescence of consumer goods (means we
have to throw them away)
Health issues re: recycling centres perceived as
unsanitary
No sense of urgency about waste issues

Replicate the green bag model - recognise what has
been achieved / been successful

Human nature

Start in schools - tuck shops etc.
Education of visitors from other communities
Confront bad practice

Neo libs
People worried about losing something in terms of
"quality of life".

Container deposit legislation - Alice Set up recycling centres at supermarkets, especially
Springs container deposit legislation IGAs
(like Broken Hill)

High transport costs make it hard to break-even on
recyclables

Plastic bag free Alice

Continued simple offering of choice (green bags,
incentives like Coles discounts)

Free will – waste is an indicator of lifestyle
convenience

Oil/hazardous waste recovery

Simple success opportunity – install a self-serve cage
for hazardous waste. Currently only 1 morning per week
at the tip when hazardous waste can be collected. This
is a problem particularly for travelers. (eg, disposing of
waste oil)\
Biodiesel, bioethanol

Resources and references
Guide to Recycling in
Alice Springs

Published by Alice Springs Town Council

http://www.alicesprings.nt.gov.au/council/services/recycling.asp
Bowerbird is the local tipshop (located south of the Gap on Commonage Rd).
Come by and find a treasure. ALEC members receive another 10% discount on
top of the already unbelievable prices
Open 7 days 10am til 4pm except the very rare public holiday.
Freecycle is a network that uses emails to giveaway things that people no
longer want. “Our mission is to build a worldwide gifting movement that reduces
waste, saves precious resources & eases the burden on our landfills.”

http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/group/alicespringsfreecycle

How much landfill is used in Alice Springs
each year?

About 110,000 m3. Or think of it as a pile the length and width of a
football pitch (100m x 100m) and 11m high

What is the trend for waste coming to the
landfill over the past few years?

Pretty steady. No dramatic increases or decreases. Our population is
also steady, so people are behaving on the status quo.

What wastestreams account for the top 70% of
the landfill volume?

Clean fill, mixed commercial and residential, bins and street cleaning
account for the bulk of the landfill.

How much longer will the landfill last at current
rates?

Many variables involved, but basically about 15-20 years.

Thanks to Tony Cheng of Alice Springs Town Council for these quick answers.
2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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Recycling in Alice Springs
PRODUCT

NAME OF BUSINESS

PHONE

LOCATION

COMMENTS

Bowerbird Tip Shop

8952 0555

Commonage Road

Accepted

Russ Driver & Co.

8952 1087

58 Sargent Street

Bought

Scout Association of Australia

8952 2613

Scout Hall, Larapinta Drive

Accepted as donations

Bowerbird Tip Shop

8952 0555

Commonage Road

Accepted

Boomerang Book Exchange

8952 5843

Shop 10 Reg Harris Lane.

Bought, sold, exchanged

Heleene’s Books and Things

8953 2465

1/113 Todd Street

Bought and sold

Building
Materials (Steel,
timber, roofing,
bricks)

Absolute Steel Pty Ltd

8952 3419

21 Stokes Street

Bought & sold

Bowerbird Tip Shop

8952 0555

Commonage Road

Accepted

Glass (sorted by
colour/ unbroken)

Bowerbird Tip Shop

8952 0555

Commonage Road

Accepted

Russ Driver & Co.

8952 1087

58 Sargent Street

Accepted

Green Waste
(garden waste,
tree limbs etc)

The Fertile Ground Company

89531553

Alice Springs Landfill

Only if clean and
uncontaminated

Listed waste &
chemicals

Domestic Hazardous Waste
Facility Wastemaster

131339

Commonage Rd

Domestic disposal ONLY
Commercial quantities

Metals (alloy,
brass, copper,
lead stainless
steel)

Bowerbird Tip Shop

89520555

Commonage Road

Accepted Bought

Russ Driver & Co.

8952 1087

58 Sargent Street

Milk & egg
cartons, boxes

Pre-schools and schools

Motor Vehicles
bodies
batteries
radiators &
insulated wire

Russ Driver & Co.

Plastic garden
pots & seedling
tubes
Plastic
shopping bags

Aluminium
Cans

Books Clean and
in good order

Printer cartridges

Single sided
paper

Look in the phone book

Accepted as donations

8952 1087

58 Sargent Stree

$2.20/ battery charged
Radiators / wire Bought

Greening Australia (NT)

8953 2882

Nursery @ Centralian College

Clean and unbroken

Central Second Hand Shop

8953 0126

1 Gap Road

Accepted in good order

Cockatoo Second Hand

8953 5322

64 Hartley Street

Inland Nursery

8953 0655

Hele Crescent

Jimmy’s Cheap Furniture

8953 5088

14 Fogarty Street

Coles Supermarket

8952 5166

Coles Complex, Bath Street

Cartridge World

8953 8700

Shop 4 / 52 Elder Street

Laser printers & toner carts

Town & Country

8952 2077

5 Hartley Street

Canon cartridges only

Arid Lands Environment Centre

8952 2497

Old Hartley Street School

Accepted as donation

Greening Australia

8953 2882

7 Parsons Street

Accepted as donation

Low Ecological Services

8955 5222

Lot 1859 Isotoma Road

Accepted as donation

Solar panels

Russ Driver & Co.

8952 1087

58 Sargent Street

Bought in good order

Steel cans
(clean & crushed)

Russ Driver & Co.

89521087

58 Sargent Street

bought

Toys Clean & in
good order

Alice Springs Hospital

8951 7777

Ward 4, 1st Floor, Gap Road

Accepted as donations

Central Australian Community
Toy Library

8952 6720

Shop 8 Diarama, Larapinta Dr.

Accepted as donations

Waste oil

Russ Driver & Co.

8952 1087

58 Sargent Street

20lt/$5.50, 60lt/$12.50 200
lt drum/$27.50

Grease Monkeys

0409 096
964

91 Undoolya Road

Poa

Waste Master

8952 1336

8 Elder Street

Poa
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Energy
Drivers, navigators, and passengers

Do you have anything
powered by solar or
wind?

How many
times have
you seen the
Todd flow?

How long
in Alice?

How long
staying

3

A few

Wendy Tait

20+

20+

Yes, solar hot water

10

Peter Tait

24

24

Yes, solar hot water

20+

Ken Johnson

22

infinity

Yes, solar hot water

20+

Mike Berard

8

10

Yes, solar hot water

10

Mandy Webb

25

?

Yes, solar hot water

20+

Peter Armstrong

6mths

2-3yrs

Yes, solar hot water

1

Roger Menadue

12

infinity

Fridges and hot water

Lew Maddrell

visitor

-

No

3

Grant Butler

20

2-3

No

10-20

Dave Leonard

23

10

Yes, solar hot water

10+

Paul Barreau

9

?

Yes, solar hot water

heaps

Ron Sterry

31

infinity

Yes, solar hot water

30

Scott Large

9mths

2

No

1

Steve Sawyer

10

21

Yes, solar hot water

20

Nic Hempel

10

3

Yes, solar hot water

1

Hal Duell

26

Infinity

Yes, solar hot water

20+

Pip McManus

25

?

Yes, solar hot water

Emma Bliss

1.5

2ish

Yes, solar hot water

Name

Grant Behrendorff

2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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Field notes
Grant Behrendorff gave a presentation on the nature and status of the Alice Springs bid to be funded under
the Commonwealth’s Solar City initiative (http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/solarcities/).
A wide-ranging session followed, with discussion focussing on a few big-picture goals. The idea of
becoming carbon-neutral was appealing to many people, while others we inclined to argue for more
renewable energy options and sensible policies to reduce wasteful energy use.

Roadmap session summary
ENERGY: Destinations

Routes

Roadblocks

Avoid more power stations

Revamping AS town plan – Building
energy efficiency codes – Better
buildings

No local planning authority, no town
planners in Alice because vested
interest is in the NT Govt – AS is
only advisory – very few avenues for
comment on current local planning

Increase renewable energy
Legislation for energy efficient new
Difficult to influence
sources and reduce carbon based building.
trades/construction lobby
energy sources
Support alternative powered transport
(solar golf carts, foot, bike, hydrogen
etc)
Passive design in public spaces
Shade, shadow and cooling
Pumping water is the biggest power use
in town – reduce water usage means
less energy to pump
Reduce energy and water
consumption per person

Home energy audits
Ban use of electricity for water heating.

Improve social condition/contract
to reward conservation

Increasing number of split air cons in
town
Ignorance of proper thermostat
settings on elec hot water heaters

Community Education and Awareness

Public disinterest

Using heat and solar power, and other
alternatives

Differential or sliding scales tariffs
could drive change, but are often
unpopular

Resources and references
Household energy conservation in Alice Springs: COOLmob http://dka.coolmob.org
Distributed, smart grids Microgrids are small community networks that supply electricity and heat.
They could make substantial savings, and emissions cuts with no major changes to lifestyles,
researchers say. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4245584.stm
Alternative Technology Association http://www.ata.org.au/
Cities for Climate Protection http://www.iclei.org/
Solar Cities Programme http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/solarcities/
Bushlight Programme (Centre for Appropriate Technologies) http://www.bushlight.org.au/
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Water
How much water do people in Alice Springs use?

Daily water use in Alice Springs homes

About 1000 litres per person, per day. Or about 3 tonnes
per household.
The national average is around half of this consumption
rate.
65% of household water use is outdoors.
About half of the water used for irrigation in the garden is
wasted due to poor practice and misunderstandings about
how to provide adequate moisture to gardens in this
climate.
Where does the water come from?
South of town is an ancient sandstone formation called the
Mereenie Aquifer. Water was stored in these rocks
thousands of years ago. The aquifer does recharge, but at
a much slower rate than we are using it. For practical
purposes, the Mereenie is a non-renewable resource.

Source: Sustainable Housing in Central Australia, ©2004 NT
Government
[http://www.nreta.nt.gov.au/whatwedo/greenhouse/documents/]

How much do we pay for water?
About $0.68 per tonne. In Coober Pedy, people pay $5.00
per tonne. Petrol is $1390 per tonne. No matter how you
look at it, water is too cheap.

Drivers, navigators, and passengers

Roger Menadue

Anthony Knapton

Russell Lynch

Mal Crowley

Bob Read

Peter Tait

Hal Duell

Ada Markby

Aarti Bansal

Ron Sterry

Julie Taylor

Sam Fingas

Josephine Clarke

John Childs

Emma Bliss

Dave Leonard

Tim Acker

Jonathan Vea

Carly Steen

Robbie Henderson

John Brisbin

2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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Field notes
Robbie Henderson presented the basic process and ideas behind the Alice Springs Water Strategy. The size
and nature of our water reserves were discussed. (eg, It is a myth that our water is recharged from Papua
New Guinea!). Robbie pointed out that there are two participation pathways to sustainability: behavioural
change and change in policy on water management
Who influences change? How are issues addressed? The group was then challenged to think about all the
people and organisations that have a relationship with water, and to map them onto a sheet of paper. This
defined the “actors” in the water story. Next, we were asked to think of the relationships between water
actors…eg, the role of Power and Water is to supply water to the general public. The role of Parliament is to
set policy in response to public mandate. The role of the Department (NRETA) is to provide advice to
Parliament (Ministers). Some issues identified included: (bold were prioritised)
Water restrictions
Alice Springs water use strategy
Rainwater tanks
Pricing reform
Greywater use

Water use by tenants
Water efficiency study
Water recycling
Spiritual connection with water

Roadmap session summary
WATER: Destinations

Routes

Efficient (and appropriate) use of Price reform
the resource

We take out no more than is
returned to the system
Have a relationship with water informed, and making conscious
decisions of being a desert
water smart town
Be aware of water as an amenity
- how we use it

Roadblocks
Not enough long term connection
of people - contract workers / short
stayers / tourists: no investment in
"this place"

Two tier (graduated) pricing: SA
example - subsidise households
to a certain amount then double
beyond that

Difficult to get changes in
regulations and building codes re:
including rainwater tanks on new
buildings - to support smart use

Incentives instead of just
regulations
Get an ethic of water
conservation "back in the belly"

Public recognition - no sense of
urgency about use of water
Perception that people won't move
to Alice Springs if it is too hard - ie
cost of water or water restrictions.

Large, noisy water meters to
Lots of renters who don't pay for
bring people's attention to usage water. Need better communication
between tenants and property
owners re: water usage / pricing
Consider alternative water
sources

Alice Springs is respected and
famous for appropriate water
use - water efficiency - a desert
town

For example, only grow plants
appropriate to the environment

AS saves enough water to be
able to provide free water to
visitors / tourists - fewer
bubblers these days

10
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Education is not enough by itself:
lots of social change research
pointing to other necessary factors.
What about "leading through
example"?
Multi-nationals selling bottled
water: no incentive for
conservative use of water
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Built Environment

Source: Sustainable Housing in Central Australia, ©2004 NT Government [http://www.nreta.nt.gov.au/whatwedo/greenhouse/documents/]

Drivers, navigators, and passengers

Alan Whyte

Domenico Pecorari

Ciara O’Sullivan

Ken Johnson

Claire Meney

Steve Brady

Peter Tait

Andrew Broffman

Peter Tait

Steve Sawyer

Nic Hempel

Ron Sterry

Emma Bliss

Stephen Lumb

Mary Knights

Robbie Henderson

David Havercroft

Jocelyn Davies

Scott Large

Chris McInerney

John Brisbin

Glenn Marshall

Sarah Hoyal

Dave Leonard
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Field notes
Presentation was facilitated by Alan Whyte and Glenn Marshall.
Alan presented the vision and work of the Alice-in-10 Built Environment Committee, which he chairs. Alan
pointed out that the Committee’s main sustainability concerns are expressed in the “Design Guidelines”
document that the Committee has been working on for several years. The A10 BEC brief is too big to deal
properly with sustainability issues – therefore Roadmap process is very important because it provides
committee members with direction and mandate from the community.
As the Director of Centre for Sustainable Arid Towns (CSAT), Glenn Marshall was able to brief the group
on current developments in the Building Code of Australia, the spread of the BASIX rating tool, and the
Territory’s own efforts to bring in a rating system for new residential construction.
At a local scale it was recognised that:
Achievable gains can be made in existing dwellings, as evidenced in Cool Living House (~50%
reduction in energy usage)
For new dwellings to achieve a 5 star rating, in most cases, only costs an extra $500 to $1000
Plumbers and tradespeople are the right conduit for this to happen. But plumbers are residents as well.
Inform people and plumbers.
How many residents need plumbers annually. Tradespeople usually have the know-how, not residents.
Number of plumbers who also do bush work
Renting vs owners – 60% owner occupiers (Alan Whyte)
Tax on unsustainable rented houses on landlords
Corporate body fees to help regulate efficiency
Independent advice is seen as important to help people make choices about cost benefits of retrofits
Good retrofits might help with quick renting
More local control over Alice Springs building environment
Need more education to make these things happen – eg with solar hot water systems - Ie just hardware
alone doesn’t get us to desertSMART – get to how people use things and give them ethics…

Roadmap session summary
Participants were presented with the following list of destinations, Roadblocks, and Routes. The list was
adapted from 70 Actions on the Road to a desertSMART Town, prepared by Glenn Marshall, Brendan
Meney, Alan Whyte, et al. [The most current version of that document is available in full online at:
http://www.alec.org.au/client_images/33637.pdf]

HOUSING
Destinations (goals, ambitions, aspirations)
1. Agreed % of houses achieving low energy and water use
2. Residents well-informed & investing wisely in improvements
3. Tradespeople well-informed & actively promoting sustainable housing
4. Governments & regulators pro-actively assisting sustainable housing
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Roadblocks (challenges)
5. Many existing dwellings perform poorly. How to improve this?
6. Residents do not know enough about how to improve house performance
7. Homes regularly change hands. How to ensure investment in sustainability upgrades.
8. Tradespeople, real estate agents, etc are often uninterested or uninformed.

Routes (how to get there)
9. Adopt minimum energy star ratings for new buildings, using Building Code of Australia energy
efficiency regulations
10. Mandatory star rating and disclosure at sale or lease of homes, to create a market value for
extra stars and promote efficiency renovations pre-sale.
11. Create a Smart Living Showroom for display and advice on smart products and education of
public / schools / businesses
12. Target new residents and teach them to lead Desert Smart lifestyles.
13. Upskill builders, suppliers and real estate agents on benefits (economic etc) for their businesses
in a Desert Smart Alice Springs.
14. Arrange lived-in demonstration houses and design/build competitions, regularly opened to the
public and well-monitored (e.g. Cool Living House)
15. Provide home energy audits (per COOLmob audits), green home loans, no/low interest loans for
energy/water efficient products. Government contribute if whole-of-society cost-benefit proven.
16. Make solar hot water systems mandatory for new installations.
17. Housing Commission home roofs to be insulated and use solar hot water (currently none of
1,000 HC dwellings are insulated).

NEW SUBURBS
Destinations (goals, ambitions, aspirations)
18. Streets & suburbs laid out to optimise house performance and sense of community.
19. Suburb-scale wastewater treatment and reuse.

Roadblocks (challenges)
20. Development Consent Authority and Alice Springs Land Use Structure Plan have limited powers
to stipulate sustainability outcomes to developers.

Routes (how to get there)
21. Develop Ecologically Sustainable Development guidelines for subdivisions (make Mt Johns
Valley a showcase)
22. Empower Land Use Structure Plan and Development Consent Authority to be more pro-active
(and enforceable) on sustainability issues.
23. Assist developers post-DCA phase to assess cost-benefits of best-practice sustainability
features (street layout, water, energy, and wastewater). Provide financial assistance where
whole-of-society benefits are proven but are not profitable for the developer.

COMMERCIAL & GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Destinations (goals, ambitions, aspirations)
24. All new buildings well-designed for arid climate (using Green Star rating scheme).

2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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25. Promote the installation and use of Building Management Systems in existing buildings to
minimise power and water use.

Roadblocks (challenges)
26. Limited expertise in Alice Springs to assess opportunities and const-benefits for sustainability
upgrades to existing commercial buildings.

Routes (how to get there)
27. New commercial buildings constructed to minimum 4 star Green Star rating (as per new Civic
Centre and Desert People’s Centre)
28. Establish ‘Sustainability Fund’ (low interest) available to businesses to implement cost-effective
building/energy/water retrofits. Repayments back into revolving fund.
29. Audits of commercial buildings, briefings to CEOs and finance officers on cost-benefits of
energy/water retrofits.
30. Retrofit an existing commercial building to use 90% less water and 70% less power (as per
'60L'building in Melbourne).
31. Develop commercial building energy & water management processes so owner-occupiers and
tenants can readily access information and techniques to reduce energy/water use.
32. Conduct energy & water audits of all govt-leased buildings in Alice Springs, then work proactively with financial managers to determine cost-benefits and financial allocations.
33. Government specifies minimum energy and water efficiency requirements for Government
leased buildings in Alice Springs.
34. Government commitment to 5% of energy & water costs per leased building to implement
tenant-controlled sustainability retrofits

After reviewing the list, attendees were asked to affix “red dots” to their 8 priority items. These were tallied
and are summarised in the Roadmap table below.
BUILT ENVIRO: Destinations

Routes

Roadblocks

Many existing dwellings perform poorly.
Residents well-informed & investing wisely Mandatory star rating and disclosure at
in improvements
sale or lease of homes, to create a market How to improve this?
value for extra stars and promote efficiency
renovations pre-sale.
Tradespeople well-informed & actively
promoting sustainable housing

Create a Smart Living Showroom for
display and advice on smart products and
education of public / schools / businesses
Housing Commission home roofs to be
insulated and use solar hot water (currently
none of 1,000 H C dwellings are
insulated).

Streets & suburbs laid out to optimise
house performance and sense of
community.

Develop Ecologically Sustainable
Development guidelines for subdivisions
(make Mt Johns Valley a showcase)

Suburb-scale wastewater treatment and
reuse.

Empower Land Use Structure Plan and
Development Consent Authority to be more
pro-active (and enforceable) on
sustainability issues.

All new buildings well-designed for arid
New commercial buildings constructed to
climate (using Green Star rating scheme). minimum 4 star Green Star rating (as per
new Civic Centre and Desert People’s
Centre)
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Keynote and Roadmap Wrap-up Workshop
Drivers, navigators, and passengers

Christine Godden

Petria Brown

Kieren Sanderson

Nic Hempel

Roger Menadue

Mal Crowley

Mike Tyrrell

Domenico Pecorari

Christopher Watts

Joy Taylor

Ron Sterry

Stuart White

Denise Purdie

Geoff Purdie

Ada Markby

Glenn Marshall

Hugh Bland

Christine Burke

Katrina McEwin

Peter Turner

Grant Behrendorff

Craig James

Olive Veverbrants

Claire Meney

John Childs

Alan Whyte

Rosalie Breen

Robbie Henderson

Ken Johnson

Ann Grattidge

Stuart Chalmers

P.W. Armstrong

Renee Lees

David Havercroft

Peter Bannister

Fran Kilgariff

The wrap-up session was designed to first give a brief overview of progress in the evening workshops for the
benefit of people who could not attend during the week, then the group settled back for a cross-country
conceptual hitchhike under the guidance of Prof Stuart White of the Institute for Sustainable Futures.
After questions and a tea-buzz, Glenn Marshall and Stuart facilitated a series of group sessions to review the
Roadmap progress. Finally, we set ourselves toward prioritising and suggesting next steps for action.

Hitchhiker’s Guide (Stuart White)
The future doesn’t just happen, it’s something that is created in dialogue and action as communities…
On “being” desertSMART:
As with any challenge, there are many dimensions to be explored.
Prof White noted that:
Constraints can be opportunities
Sustainable futures are what we’re interested in
Living within means is an appetite we need to cultivate
Not only a destination, also a process
Alice Springs is at the crossroads: what we do here is
helping to decide our future
2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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Taking a “systems view”
Economic renewal involves getting smart locally…
o

Plugging the leaks

o

Support existing businesses

o

Encourage new local enterprise

o

Recruit compatible new business

Don’t be deceived: expansion is not the same as development…what we want is smart development
not growth for growth’s sake
Resilience and ‘future-proofing’ are the outcomes from a healthy engagement with systems

Four key instruments for change
Regulation – establishing ‘the right rules’
Economic instruments – ensuring that we are ‘rewarding right action’
Engaging the community - ‘decision-making, behaviour, lifestyle and culture’
Monitoring and evaluation – answering the question ‘how did we do?’

Water: an example of “4th generation” sustainable management
Integrated - not just water, wastewater and stormwater, but also energy, materials, waste, transport
Least cost - applies an integrated resource planning approach
Maximises efficiency of water use
Feedback and well informed customers
Maximises source separation
Mimics biological systems
Invests in treatment over transport
Ensures participatory decision making

Ideas for routes that have worked elsewhere
Investment in water and energy efficiency and waste minimisation, not just increasing supply
Economic or market based instruments to provide incentives for ‘right action’ eg deposit and refund
schemes, rebates, ‘feebates’, offsets, incentives, retrofits
Energy and water savings fund, or waste levy to pay for this investment
Appropriate regulation, supported by robust community engagement processes

Alice Springs: some desired routes, destinations and desertSMART thinking…
We want a steady reduction in total energy and water use of Alice Springs, enhanced waste
management and improved performance of the built environment.
Seeking the justification to label Alice Springs as a desertSMART town to current & potential
residents, business investors, tourists, conferences and researchers.
Want to build a unifying campaign for all parties to pursue stretch goals in energy, water, waste and
building performance.
Looking for enhanced networking, information sharing and cooperation between water, energy,
waste and building initiatives (existing and emerging).
Want to encourage strategic investment of government funds & regulatory developments to optimise
sustainability outcomes.
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Should provide an easy-to-understand concept that complements higher-level Desert Knowledge
activities.
Outcomes must include up-skilling and competition between local businesses, access to the
desertSMART brand (with accreditation checks) and improved market advantage.
Create knowledge export opportunities to other desert settlements (nationally and abroad) including
leveraging the desertSMART brand to other Desert Knowledge towns.
Prof Stuart White is the Director of the Institute for Sustainable Futures, University of Technology Sydney.
http://www.isf.uts.edu.au

Get in, sit down, hang on
Discussion at each thematic area (Waster, Energy, Water,
Buildings) was recorded using post-it panels. Priorities were
indicated with dots. The top scoring discussion points were
tallied and re-hashed by the group at large.
Some of the free discussion during this integration session is
summarised as follows:

General
Need to have more support for inventiveness.
Sustainability ventures need incentives.
This Roadmap needs to stay at the level of the visionary, exploring what could be rather than being
pre-occupied with what always has been.

NT Govt
Modify water tariff structures
Support smart meters
Create incentive programmes
Develop and adopt ESD (ecologically sustainable development) guidelines
Modify Power Water corporate structure to make resource conservation a “profitable” pursuit
Develop and adopt Container Deposit Legislation
Fund the Alice Springs Water Efficiency Programme
Deal with Housing Commission stock (no insulation, etc)
Make building/house ratings mandatory

Education
Focus educational programmes on residents and trades people

Alice Springs Town Council
Should develop incentives to reduce rubbish (eg, smaller bins, lower rates, etc)
Should set up recycling depots for household packaging

Public/Private Partnerships
Provision and promotion of home garden water audits
Make solar visible around town
Support the Solar City initiative

2005 Roadmap to a desertSMART Town
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Strengthen/improve the public transport and bike infrastructure
Develop small business incentives

Hazards and Concerns
Nuclear waste dump and water table issues
We should always be thinking as desert people
Waste stream research is needed, then education
Population growth and tourism need to underpin the Roadmap
Social / cultural / political considerations need to underpin each of the actions.
Govt seems to labour under at least 2 years reaction time
The seriousness of environmental imperatives doesn’t seem to be matched with the way ahead and
(Roadmap) actions proposed…actions need to be stronger.
Education is difficult: there’s not enough NT Govt support for educators.

Triple Bottom Line…the basic idea
Triple Bottom Line is a term that has been heard recently. It relates to the idea that when we look at the
“benefits” of a particular activity, we need to see it from multiple perspectives. Typically, we look at ideas
from our own sense of what’s important: economic, environmental, or social. Triple Bottom Line invites us
to look for benefits in all three areas. For typical economic development projects, this means that suitable
environmental and social benefits must also be considered.

i

This is how Triple Bottom Line is normally shown the
emphasis is on growing the area of convergence in the
middle, where all three values are maximised.

This is another way to see Triple Bottom Line. This view
emphasises the priority of the environment first, people
second, and the economy third. This view matches the
commonsense observation that without an environment,
there can be no people, and without people, there can be no
economy. So the economy is shown as being the last
element of the Triple Bottom Line.

Some critics have suggested that it’s not the “business of business” to worry about social and environmental
concerns, the same as the Salvos do not worry about saving biodiversity. In other words, specialisation is
important, and the Triple Bottom Line confuses matters by demanding consideration of “external” outcomes.
However, there is a strong desire to bring all three areas of concern into the corporate balance sheet so that
the mighty engines of commerce are delivering life-positive outcomes along with “enhanced shareholder
value”. For more info, see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triple_bottom_line
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How can we bring about social and cultural change?
Those who control the agenda control the debate
1. Start where peple are at.
Value existing knowledge,
attitudes, and skills.
Ask where they are
Show where you are
4. Incorporate results into existing practice
Create new framework
Establish as new standard
practice

2. Introduce them to new
knowledge, skills, and attitudes
Liaison between all parties
Identify common ground

3. Trial: combining old and new
Arrange pilot study
Note what works and what doesn’t

Source: Common Ground and Common Sense: Community-based Environmental Health Planning, Rosemary
Nicholson et al. © 2002 Commonwealth of Australia ISBN 064282087
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Support and commendation
Major of Alice Springs, Her Worship Fran Kilgariff
Alice Springs is a unique and beautiful town of around 30,000 locals and a visitor rate of several hundred thousand
per year. The harshness of the climate and the fierce colours belie the fragility of the environment and the effect of
increasing population growth on our natural resources
Living sustainably in the desert requires a change of focus, eyes that see beauty in a grevillea more so than a
rose, being willing to adapt dwellings to local conditions, being aware of our "fossil water" as we use it, and
knowing that the disposal of waste is a critical issue here, not least because of our isolation.
This Roadmap to a desertSMART town is a great start to looking at living in ways that seek to conserve the
resources of Central Australia for the future. The idea originated with ALEC and the Centre for Sustainable Arid
Towns and as can be seen from the accompanying photos and text, was embraced by a host of community
members, many with special understandings and expertise in the Central Australian environment. These may be
the "navigators" to help us see our ultimate destination and the best way to get there. I found the information
gleaned from various workshop participants about the current environmental, demographic, social and economic
situation in Alice Springs, fascinating.
It's been an enthusiastic community effort and I look forward to seeing where the drivers, navigators and
passengers are along the road to the future in the not-too-distant future.
- Fran

Ken Johnson, Chair and CEO of Desert Knowledge Australia
Photographs in the Roadmap report show a high level of community participation in each of the four evening
workshops and Saturday plenary session. This reflects an enthusiastic and broad community approach to issues,
and recognition that every member of the community is personally responsible for wise use of our environment: a
use that also reduces individual household water and energy costs.
Importantly the roadmap gives us clear guidance on how to achieve better resource use as individuals, and by
precipitating actions through business and the Territory and Local Government systems. Education is a common
element across the theme areas and it is a place where everyone can start. Detailed knowledge of electricity use
in Japanese households enabled individuals to reduce costs by 18%. Not a bad first step.
This Roadmap provides initial starting points and destinations, and invites us to take the concepts forward. It is an
exciting initiative that can do much for improving the quality of life in central Australia. I look forward to the next
steps. - Ken

Prof Stuart White, Director of Institute for Sustainable Futures
The Roadmap process and the desertSMART initiative are likely to be the start of something quite significant for
Alice Springs. The key advantage of desertSMART is that it starts to integrate urban sustainability issues. Instead
of considering energy, water, waste and buildings in isolation, it starts to treat them as inter-related, all part of a
whole picture.
The enthusiasm that was evident from the participants in the Roadmap workshops is further proof that this initiative
will live on. Progress in these areas can seem slow, and often subject to reversals, but there is now a strong
momentum in Alice Springs and in other places for change.
One of the key next steps is to ensure that there is buy-in from local, territory and Commonwealth agencies. These
ideas need resourcing, and changes in the structure of incentives and regulations, which often reward increased
resource use and inefficient practices. Processes are available which can help to engage in the decision-making
process those citizens who would not normally turn up on a Saturday, or an evening session. These processes,
such as citizen's forums, citizen juries and the like, would be a useful strategy to demonstrate support for some of
these initiatives, in the same way that a recent household survey showed that Alice Springs residents are keen to
get started on a water efficiency program.
So, an excellent start on the journey. Best wishes for the next steps. - Stuart
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Credits and contacts
Centre for Sustainable Arid Towns (CSAT)
Office
Mail
Phone
Fax
E-mail
WWW

39 Hartley St (Old Hartley St School)
PO Box 2796 Alice Springs NT 0871 Australia
+61 (08) 8952 6066
+61 (08) 8953 2988
csat@ozemail.com.au
http://www.alec.org.au/

Arid Lands Environment Centre, Inc
Office
Mail
Phone
Fax
E-mail
WWW

39 Hartley St (Old Hartley St School)
PO Box 2796 Alice Springs NT 0871 Australia
+61 (08) 8952 2497
+61 (08) 8953 2988
info@alec.org.au
http://www.alec.org.au/

Office
Mail
Phone
Fax
E-mail
WWW

39 Hartley St (Old Hartley St School)
PO Box 2796 Alice Springs NT 0871 Australia
+61 (08) 8952 0299
+61 (08) 8953 2988
dka.coolmob@coolmob.org
http://dka.coolmob.org

DKA COOLmob

Desert Knowledge Australia
Office
Mail
Phone
Fax
E-mail
WWW

1st Floor Greatorex Building
PO Box 2114 Alice Springs NT 0871
+61 (08) 8951 5126
+61 (08) 8951 5164
info@desertknowledge.com.au
http://desertknowledge.com.au

Institute for Sustainable Futures
Office
Mail
Phone
Fax
E-mail
WWW

11th Floor, UTS Bldg 10, 235 Jones Street, Ultimo
P.O. Box 123 Broadway, NSW 2007
+61 (02) 9514 4944
+61 (02) 9514 4941
isf@uts.edu.au
http://www.isf.uts.edu.au

Thanks to the Roadmap crewe for their hard work and fast note-taking under typical Central Australian conditions.
Particular thanks to: Sarah Hoyal and Joy Taylor, Derek Hong of the Tea Shrine, Vin Lange and James from
The Lane, and the fine folks at Desert Knowledge Australia for their encouragement and unflagging support of
the idea. We thank Office of Central Australia for their generosity in assisting with printing and production.
Desert Knowledge Australia also generously assisted with colour printing and bindery.
The electronic version of this document is online at: http://www.alec.org.au/ For more information, please contact
the ALEC Coordinator: info@alec.org.au or 08 8952 2497.
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